A CFD Results-Based Approach to Investigating Acoustic Attenuation Performance and Pressure Loss of Car Perforated Tube Silencers
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Abstract: This paper proposes an approach to investigating the effect of different temperatures and flow velocities on the acoustic performance of silencers in a more accurate and meticulous fashion, based on steady computational results of the flow field inside the silencer using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This approach can transfer the CFD results—including temperature and flow velocity distribution—to acoustic meshes by mesh mapping. A numerical simulation on the sound field inside the silencer is then performed, using the CFD results as a boundary condition. This approach facilitates the analysis of complex silencer designs such as perforated tube silencers, and the numerical predictions are verified by a comparison with available experimental data. In the case of the three-pass perforated tube silencer of a car, the proposed approach is implemented to calculate the transmission loss (TL) of the silencer at different temperatures and flow velocities. We found that increasing the air temperature shifts the TL curve to a higher frequency and reduces the acoustic attenuation at most frequencies. As the air flow increases, the curve moves to a slightly lower frequency and the acoustic attenuation increases slightly. Additionally, the pressure loss of perforated tube silencers could be calculated according to the total pressure distribution of their inlet and outlet from the steady computational results using CFD.
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1. Introduction

The silencer is the main device used for suppressing automobile noise. The most important goal for a high-performance silencer is to simultaneously have good aerodynamic and acoustic attenuation characteristics. However, these often contradict each other. Perforated tube silencers are well-balanced in terms of both characteristics. Thus, they are applied extensively to the exhaust systems of automobiles.

Pressure loss is the main indicator used for evaluating the aerodynamic performance of a silencer. It has a negative influence on the efficiency of an engine. If the loss exceeds the backpressure limit, it will result in reduced engine power and an increase in fuel consumption [1]. Currently, the pressure loss is predicted by performing a 3D steady computation using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This method has been widely accepted among researchers because of its high level of accuracy and adaptability [2–4]. Middelberg et al. [5] computed the pressure loss of a simple expansion chamber muffler using a CFD simulation. Lee et al. [6] predicted the pressure loss of concentric tube silencers with five different patterns of perforated elements using CFD analysis. Ren et al. [7] employed the
CFD approach to predict the pressure loss of an exhaust muffler, which was influenced by the insert duct, the position of the baffle, and the inlet air velocity.

Transmission loss (TL) is one of the most important indicators used for evaluating the acoustic attenuation performance of a silencer. The gas from an automotive engine has a high temperature and speed, which will have a strong influence on the acoustic attenuation performance. High temperature changes, gas density, sound velocity and acoustic impedance [8], and the effects of flow velocity embody two sides: one is to affect the sound wave propagation in a medium, and the other is to reduce aerodynamic noise resulting from turbulence [9]. Various theoretical and experimental studies were conducted in the past in order to investigate the acoustic attenuation performance of a silencer under the influence of different temperatures and air flow [10–12]. Kim et al. [13] investigated the acoustic characteristics of an expansion chamber with a constant mass flow and a steady temperature gradient. Tsuji et al. [14] applied finite element and boundary element methods to evaluate the acoustic wave transmission characteristics in a medium with uniform and steady mean flow. Kirby [15] compared two numerical methods and two analytical methods of modelling automotive dissipative silencers with a uniform mean gas flow of Mach number (M). The comparison indicated a close similarity to the TL predictions that were obtained for the silencers that were examined. With the rapid development of high-performance computers, the 3D numerical simulation method plays an increasingly significant role in sound field analysis. Broatch et al. [16] proposed a 3D time-domain technique based on the CFD approach to calculate the TL of exhaust mufflers with different chambers. Sánchez-Orgaz et al. [17] proposed a hybrid finite element approach—combining an acoustic velocity potential formulation in the central airway with a pressure-based wave equation in the outer chamber—to study the TL of perforated dissipative silencers with heterogeneous properties in the presence of mean flow. Dong et al. [18] employed the CFD approach to perform a 3D steady computation and obtain a temperature distribution inside a two-pass perforated tube silencer, and then defined the elements with a 5 °C difference in temperature as a collection. The air parameters of the corresponding temperatures were assigned to the defined collections using SYSNOISE software, in order to calculate the TL.

However, most of the present works associated with predicting the TL of perforated tube silencers assume the mean flow to be uniform. Similarly, the temperature fields are simplified as constant or linear fields, which may result in inaccurate analytical results—especially in the case of silencers with complicated temperature and flow velocity distributions. In light of the aforementioned disadvantages, this paper proposes an approach based on CFD results to investigate the acoustic attenuation performance of silencers. This approach comprises the following steps: (1) the flow field inside the silencer is calculated by performing a 3D steady computation using CFD; (2) the CFD results—including temperature and air flow velocity—are transferred to acoustic meshes by mesh mapping, so that the results can be used as a boundary condition of sound field analysis; (3) the TL of the silencer is calculated at a high temperature and air flow. Compared to previous works, the proposed approach avoids the use of simplified temperature and flow velocity distributions. Consequently, the effects of temperature variation and air flow on the acoustic attenuation performance of silencers can be calculated and observed in greater detail.

This paper proceeds as follows: Following the introduction, Section 2 describes the proposed computational approach and verifies its accuracy. Section 3 builds an internal fluid model of a perforated tube silencer of a car, and generates CFD meshes and acoustic meshes of the model, respectively. Following this, a 3D steady computation using CFD is performed in order to calculate the pressure loss of the silencer and obtain its temperature and flow velocity distributions. Section 4 employs the proposed approach to investigate the acoustic attenuation performance of the silencer under the influence of different temperatures and air flow. Section 5 concludes the study.
2. Methods

2.1. Mesh Mapping

The most critical step in the proposed approach to calculating the acoustic attenuation of silencers is to set a mesh mapping for transferring data. The mesh mapping is used to transfer the node data of the CFD mesh (source mesh) into the acoustic mesh (target mesh). However, there is not usually a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of different meshes. Thus, an appropriate mapping algorithm should be employed.

A maximum distance algorithm is often applied in Virtual.lab acoustics software to set a mesh mapping between different meshes with the same geometrical shape, but a different density of nodes. The algorithm includes the following two necessary parameters [19]:

1. Number of nodes ($N$): The maximum number of nodes from the source mesh that are considered for mapping with one node of the target mesh.
2. Maximum distance ($R$): Only the nodes of the source mesh that lie inside a sphere with a radius $R$—centered at the node of the target mesh—are taken into account.

The $N$ closest nodes to a given source node are used to transfer data to the target node. The data value assigned to the target node is a weighted average of the values at the $N$ source nodes. The weights are:

$$W_i = \frac{1}{d_i} / \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{d_i}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The transferred value of the target node is then:

$$P_{\text{Target}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{p_{\text{Source}}}{d_i} / \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{d_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $d_i$ is the distance between the source node and the target node, and $p_{\text{Source}}$ is the value of the source node.

For example, when the target node is defined as a center, there are three source nodes ($N = 3$) lying inside a sphere with $R = 100$ mm. Thus, the mapping data transfer relation is depicted in Figure 1. The value at $A$ is given by:

$$P_{\text{Target}} = \frac{1}{d_1} p_{\text{Source}} + \frac{1}{d_2} \cdot \frac{p_{\text{Source}}}{2} + \frac{1}{d_3} \cdot \frac{p_{\text{Source}}}{3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

After transferring data by the mesh mapping method, Virtual.lab software is used to conduct a numerical simulation on the internal sound field of the silencer, and the $TL$ is then determined by

$$TL = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{W_1}{W_2} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

with

$$W_1 = |p_1|^2 A_1 / Z_1, \quad W_2 = |p_2|^2 A_2 / Z_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) yields

$$TL = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{p_1 p_1^* Z_2}{p_2 p_2^* Z_1} \frac{A_1}{A_2} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
where $W_1$ and $W_2$ are the acoustic power of the inlet and outlet of the silencer, respectively; $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the sound pressure of the incident and the transmitted waves, respectively; $\mathbb{p}_1$ and $\mathbb{p}_2$ are conjugate complex numbers of $p_1$ and $p_2$, respectively; $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ are the acoustic impedance of the inlet and outlet of the silencer, respectively; and $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the cross-sectional areas of the inlet and outlet of the silencer, respectively.

**Figure 1.** Sketch of data transfer (Number of nodes $N = 3$, Maximum distance $R = 100$ mm).

### 2.2. Method Validation

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed approach, a straight-through perforated tube silencer with two different perforated patterns that was proposed by the authors of [20,21] and a cross-flow perforated tube silencer that was proposed by the authors of [10] was considered. Previously, Liu et al. [22] employed the 3D time-domain CFD approach to calculate the $TL$ of two perforated tube silencers at different flow velocities and temperatures, and their predictions were verified by experimental data. Moreover, they found that the distribution of flow velocity inside the silencer was anisotropic and nonhomogeneous. Therefore, it is not sufficiently accurate to consider the actual gas flow as the mean flow. The approach proposed in this paper avoids this problem effectively.

Figure 2 presents the straight-through perforated tube silencer. The diameters of the inner and outer cavities are $d = 32$ mm and $D = 110$ mm, respectively; the length of the silencer is $l = 200$ mm; the thickness of the wall is 2 mm; and the diameter of the hole and the porosity are $d_h = 4$ mm and $\sigma = 4.7\%$, respectively, for Pattern 1, and $d_h = 8$ mm and $\sigma = 14.7\%$, respectively, for Pattern 2. The cross-flow perforated silencer is illustrated in Figure 3. The diameters of the inner and outer cavities are $d = 49.3$ mm and $D = 101.6$ mm, respectively; the lengths of tubes on both sides of the baffle are $l_1 = l_2 = 128.6$ mm; each tube is perforated with 160 orifices, with a porosity of 3.9\%, a diameter of 2.49 mm; and a wall thickness of 0.81 mm.

**Figure 2.** Straight-through perforated tube silencer.
The proposed approach is applied to calculate the TL for the silencers under different boundary conditions, and the predictions were compared with the available measurement results. Figure 4a and 4b compare the TL curves of the straight-through perforated tube silencer for Pattern 1 and Pattern 2, respectively. Considering the predictions and measurements at an air flow of \( M = 0.1 \) and a temperature of \( T = 288 \) K, it is evident that the predictions are in line with the experimental data. The predicted and measured TL curves for Pattern 1, with \( M = 0.2 \) and \( T = 288 \) K, are presented in Figure 5, and it is evident that these predictions are also in line with the experimental data. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the numerical results and the measurements for the cross-flow silencer with an air flow velocity of \( v = 17 \) m/s and \( T = 347 \) K, which again presents an excellent agreement.

Based on the above comparisons, it is evident that the proposed approach displayed a high degree of accuracy in investigating the acoustic attenuation performance of perforated tube silencers. This high degree of accuracy should be attributed to the avoidance of using simplified temperature fields and air flow in the calculation process. In doing so, the actual working condition of the silencer can be
better reflected. Additionally, it must be stated that the computations may be highly time-consuming because there are too many orifices in the silencers, which increases the amount of mesh.

![Figure 5](image5.jpg)

**Figure 5.** Comparison of the predicted and measured $TL$ for Pattern 1 ($M = 0.2, T = 288$ K).

![Figure 6](image6.jpg)

**Figure 6.** Comparison of the calculated and measured $TL$ for the cross-flow silencer ($v = 17$ m/s, $T = 374$ K).

### 3. Modeling and Steady Computation Using CFD

#### 3.1. Modeling

The three-pass perforated tube silencer of a car that is considered in this paper is presented in Figure 7. The silencer is divided into three chambers by two baffles. The inlet tube and the middle buffer tube are respectively perforated by 40 and 48 orifices with 4 mm diameter, and the porosity of the tubes are 2.7% and 5.8%, respectively. There is no perforation in the outlet tube. Additionally, the axes of the three tubes are not on the same plane. Consequently, it is difficult to build a fluid model directly inside the silencer because of its complicated structure. Therefore, firstly CATIA (version V5R20, Dassault Systemes, Paris, France, 2010) software was used to build its structural model, and then it was filled using ANSYS Workbench (version 14.5, ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA, 2012) software to obtain the fluid model. Following this, the fluid model was split into several parts to generate mesh individually. Tetrahedral mesh was applied to the perforation area and the transition tube, and hexahedral mesh was applied to the remaining parts.

Figure 8a,b illustrate the CFD mesh model and the acoustic mesh model of the fluid model, which will be used for CFD steady computation and acoustic computation, respectively. There is a different node density between the two models. The CFD mesh is refined in the perforation area in order to obtain more accurate results. However, the accuracy of the acoustic computation is determined by the overall mesh. Local mesh refinement cannot improve its accuracy, and thus the size of the acoustic mesh element should be kept as uniform as possible.
The steady flow computation is carried out using the CFD mesh model. The governing equations for pressure velocity coupling—based on a finite volume method—are solved by the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm. Turbulence is examined using the standard k-epsilon model [23]. The fluid material is air—with the density conforming to the ideal gas law—and is considered as incompressible. The boundary conditions are concretely set as follows: (1) the velocity inlet boundary condition is defined at the inlet of the silencer. According to the information provided by the manufacturer, when the engine runs at 5500 r/min, the velocity and temperature of the inlet are 55 m/s and 760 K, respectively; (2) the pressure outlet boundary condition is defined at the outlet of the silencer, and the gauge pressure is 0 Pa—which is relative to one standard atmospheric pressure; and, (3) the walls are assumed to be stationary—with no slip condition—and adiabatic.

3.2. The CFD Results

Figure 9 shows the temperature distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of the silencer. Overall, the temperature value decreases along the direction of the air flow. There is little difference in temperature between the first and second chambers, where the value is approximately 574 K. However, in the third chamber, the value increases to approximately 670 K. The highest temperature—which is approximately 751 K—occurs in the inlet tube. The temperature in the outlet tube is close to the value of the first chamber, and it is distributed evenly. A greater temperature gradient exists in the perforation area. Additionally, the temperature of the edge chamber is the lowest, which results from the large difference in temperature between the inner and outer walls.
Figure 10 depicts the velocity distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of the silencer. When air flows through the perforation area of the inlet tube and the middle buffer tube, some of the air will enter into the second chamber through the orifices. At this moment, an eddy forms in the perforation area (as shown in Figure 11) because of the disturbance of the airflows with different velocities and flow directions, which may induce a greater velocity gradient in the perforation area. Additionally, there exists a greater velocity gradient next to the nozzle of each tube, resulting from the sudden change of the flow sections.

Figure 9. Contour of temperature in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 10. Contour of velocity in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 11. Contour of turbulence kinetic energy in the cross section of the silencer.

Figure 12 illustrates the total pressure distribution in the axial cross sections of the three tubes of the silencer. The highest pressure occurs in the inlet tube—especially in the perforation area—where the value is approximately 23,660 Pa. In the second and third chambers, the pressure is reduced to approximately 19,560 Pa. The middle buffer tube plays the role of the transition region with a greater pressure gradient. Gradually, however, the pressure distribution tends to be uniform in the
first chamber. The pressure is distributed more evenly in the outlet tube than in the other regions, and the value is approximately $-2313$ Pa (the pressure, which is lower than the atmospheric pressure, may be a result of the Venturi effect).

![Contour of total pressure in the cross section of the silencer.](image)

**Figure 12.** Contour of total pressure in the cross section of the silencer.

Based on the CFD results, it is evident that the distributions of temperature and flow velocity are non-uniform. Therefore, it is not accurate enough to consider them as uniform distributions.

### 3.3. Pressure Loss Calculation

The pressure loss equals the total pressure difference between the inlet and the outlet of a silencer. Following the method of calculating the pressure loss that was proposed by the authors of [24]—whose accuracy has been validated by experiments—nine evenly distributed points were selected in the cross sections of the inlet and the outlet, respectively. The average total pressure of the nine points was considered to be the total pressure of the corresponding cross section. Therefore, the pressure loss could be expressed as

$$\Delta p = p_{t1} - p_{t2},$$

(7)

where $p_{t1}$ is the total pressure of the inlet, and $p_{t2}$ is the total pressure of the outlet.

**Figure 13** presents the cross section of the silencer in question for the pressure loss calculation. The total pressure distribution—predicted by the steady computation using CFD—is applied to obtain the pressure loss of the silencer. The value of the pressure loss is approximately 37,710 Pa. The following explanation is a plausible explanation for the pressure loss that occurred: When air flow moves from the chamber to the tube—or vice versa—the mechanical energy of the air flow is reduced dramatically because of the sudden change of the flow sections. Moreover, there are large-scale eddy zones present in the perforation area that restrict air flow and lead to energy dissipation, which results from the increased turbulence kinetic energy (as shown in Figure 11).

![The selected points for the total pressure calculation in the cross sections of the inlet and outlet of the silencer.](image)

**Figure 13.** The selected points for the total pressure calculation in the cross sections of the inlet and outlet of the silencer.
4. Sound Field

4.1. Check the Maximum Frequency Value of the Acoustic Mesh

When there is mean flow, the maximum frequency value that is allowed by the acoustic mesh is defined by

\[ f_{\text{max}} = \frac{c(1 - M)}{6L}, \]

where \( c \) is the local sound velocity, \( M \) is the mean flow Mach number, and \( L \) is the mesh element size [19]. Therefore, the calculated frequency must satisfy the condition \( f \leq f_{\text{max}} \) in order to guarantee accuracy during the acoustic calculation. This means that the maximum size of the acoustic mesh should be small enough to allow at least six elements to fit into the wavelength of the calculated frequency.

The CFD results that were acquired in Section 3.2—including the temperature and flow velocity—are transferred to the acoustic mesh (presented in Figure 8b) by mesh mapping. Following the data transfer, the maximum frequency value of the investigated acoustic mesh was obtained through checking the maximum frequency report in Virtual.Lab. The observed value is 3676.1 Hz. The noise frequency that needs to be calculated for the silencer is usually below 3000 Hz. Therefore, the investigated acoustic mesh could guarantee computational accuracy.

4.2. Effects of Temperature Changes on the TL of the Silencer

Prior to performing the acoustic computation, the inlet of the silencer is supplied with a unit vibration velocity source. Additionally, an anechoic end duct property is defined at the end of the outlet to simulate the anechoic termination condition. It is known that the existing acoustic mesh is valid up to a frequency of 3676.1 Hz. Therefore, the analysis is conducted from 20 Hz to 2000 Hz, in linear steps of 10 Hz. Additionally, an input point and an output point are chosen from the inlet and the outlet of the silencer, respectively. Figure 14 presents the sound pressure level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer, calculated by the proposed approach. Figure 14a–c present the sound pressure level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer with the same flow velocity but different temperatures.

Based on the sound pressure of the inlet and the outlet, the TL of the silencer is calculated using Equation (6). Figure 15 indicates the TL predictions with the same flow velocity (55 m/s) and different temperatures. It may be noted that, as the temperature rises, the TL curves move to a higher frequency and the acoustic attenuation is reduced at most frequencies. Considering the TL curves from Figure 15a as an example, a valley at 850 Hz is moved to 1160 Hz with an increase in temperature from 560 K to 760 K. Similarly, a peak moves from 1240 Hz to 1560 Hz, while their corresponding TL values are reduced by 10 dB and 20 dB, respectively.

Figure 14. Cont.
4.3. Effects of Flow Velocity Changes on the TL of the Silencer

It is evident from the flow velocity distribution in Figure 10 that the velocity inside the silencer is lower. Therefore, it is assumed that the air flow mainly influences the sound wave propagation, and the
turbulence noise is neglected [25]. Following the proposed approach, the sound pressure level curves of the inlet and outlet of the silencer—with the same temperature but different flow velocities—are presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16. The sound pressure level of the inlet and outlet of the silencer (T = 760 K): (a) \( v = 20 \text{ m/s} \); (b) \( v = 35 \text{ m/s} \).

Figure 17 indicates the effects of increasing the flow velocity on the TL predictions at the same temperature (760 K). It can be observed that, as the velocity goes up, the TL curves move to a slightly lower frequency and the acoustic attenuation is increased slightly at most frequencies. The variation of the TL curve may be attributed to the fact that the higher velocity increases the acoustic resistance of the perforations and reduces the effective flow area of the orifices [26]. This causes the frequency response of the silencer to differ from a static state. Generally, however, the propagation of the sound wave is only changed dramatically if the air flow Mach number is greater than 0.3 [27]. Therefore, the variation of the curves in Figure 17 is small.

Figure 17. Effects of flow velocity on the TL of the silencer (T = 760 K).
5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new approach—based on CFD results—to investigating the effects of temperature and flow velocity on the acoustic attenuation performance of a perforated tube silencer of a car. The validation results suggest that the proposed approach can make accurate predictions. In actual fact, the proposed approach is distinguished from the existing approaches by defining the fluid properties of every acoustic mesh element under the CFD results (including temperature and flow velocity). In doing so, the simplification of the temperature and flow velocity distribution is avoided, thus the effect can be predicted in greater detail. The results indicate that air flow velocity and temperature variation may have an effect on the investigated three-pass perforated tube silencer. An increase in temperature will shift the TL curve to a higher frequency and reduce the acoustic attenuation at most frequencies. As flow velocity increases and the curve is moved to a slightly lower frequency, the acoustic attenuation is enhanced, although the tendency is not particularly obvious. Additionally, the pressure loss of the perforated tube silencer can be calculated through the total pressure distribution from the CFD results. When the engine runs at 5500 r/min, the calculated value is approximately 37,710 Pa.
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